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MEMORANDUM   

 
Date:   May 23, 2013  

 

To: Valdis Lazdins, Chief, Area 1 

Mary Dolan, Chief, Functional Planning & Policy 

 

Via:  Mary Bradford, Director of Parks 

Mike Riley, Deputy Director of Administration 

John Nissel, Deputy Director of Operations 

 John Hench, Chief, Park Planning & Stewardship 

 

From:   Brenda Sandberg, Legacy Open Space Program Manager 

 Brooke Farquhar, Master Planner/Supervisor Park and Trail Planning 

 Jim McMahon, Park Manager, Northern Parks  

 

RE: Park, Trail and Legacy Open Space Recommendations: Clarksburg Limited Master Plan for  

the Ten Mile Creek Watershed 

 

Recommendations 
The Department of Parks proposes the following recommendations for inclusion in the Clarksburg Limited 

Master Plan for the Ten Mile Creek Watershed: 

Legacy Open Space  

 Designate the high quality, critical forest and open habitats that protect the quality of the Ten Mile 
Creek Headwaters as a Legacy Open Space Natural Resource site (Class II) (Attachment 1). 

 Protect the designated Natural Resource on an individual property basis using a variety of tools including 
easements, dedication through the development review process, and fee simple acquisition.  

Park and Trail Recommendations 

 Provide a countywide natural surface trail, designed to M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks standards, in the 
Ten Mile Creek area linking Little Bennett Regional Park and Black Hill Regional Park as per the 
Countywide Park Trails Plan and the 1994 Clarksburg Master Plan.  

 Provide five trailheads, designed to M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks standards, for access to the Ten Mile 
Creek natural surface trail and nearby natural areas for park users and operations staff. 

 Provide a new natural resource-based Neighborhood Park of at least ten acres for close-to-home 
recreation for the Ten Mile Creek area, designed to M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks standards.   
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Legacy Open Space Analysis 

 

Existing Legacy Open Space Policy and Site Analysis 

The Legacy Open Space Functional Master Plan (M-NCPPC, 2001) is designed to protect the best of the best 
open space resources across the County with a variety of protection tools.   The designation of a Legacy Open 
Space Natural Resource site, as we recommend for the Ten Mile Creek Headwaters, creates a policy rationale for 
protecting the resource of interest using easement, preservation through development review, and fee simple 
acquisition into conservation parkland.  For this recommended Natural Resource site in the headwaters of the 
Ten Mile Creek Watershed, Parks recommends using a combination of tools on the varying properties with the 
Natural Resource designation to protect the forest and watershed.   

Background 

 Ten Mile Creek watershed was included in Appendix D of the County Council-approved and adopted 
Legacy Open Space Functional Master Plan (M-NCPPC, 2001) as a potential Natural Resource site that 
needs further evaluation (a Class III site). 

 The LOS Master Plan already notes that the area “meets [the] criteria” to be a Natural Resource site, but 
needs evaluation to determine specific areas to include in the LOS designation. 

 The Ten Mile Creek watershed includes over 600 acres of contiguous forest, predominantly a dry and 
mesic forest on acidic bedrock, comprising mature mixed oak hickory forest predating the 1950s. The 
geographic positioning of this large forest complex in the headwaters of Ten Mile Creek is an essential 
reason why documented water quality within Ten Mile Creek is Good to Excellent (Montgomery County 
Countywide Stream Protection Strategy, MCDEP, 2010). 

 The large headwater forest area includes large areas of interior forest and has a documented high 
probability for Forest Interior Dwelling Species (FIDS).  Further study is needed to evaluate whether the 
site may harbor Rare, Threatened or Endangered and Watch-listed plant and animal species (RTES).  

 The Ten Mile Creek headwaters forest is one of the few remaining large high quality forest areas not 
currently afforded protection through easement or public ownership as a Stream Valley or Conservation 
Park in Montgomery County.    

Legacy Criteria Analysis 

The Legacy criteria from the Functional Master Plan (p. 17) are listed below. The Ten Mile Creek Headwaters 
meets six of the eight overall criteria (identified with underlining below), making it a strong candidate for 
designation under the program.   
 

1.  The Resource has particular countywide, regional, or national significance in terms of (a) known or 
potential habitats for rare, threatened, or endangered species; (b) a “best example” of terrestrial or 
aquatic community; (c) unique or unusual ecological communities; (d) large, diverse areas with a variety 
of habitats; or (e) exceptional viewscapes, architectural character, or historic association. 

2. The Resource is critical to the successful implementation of public policy such as the protection of the 
Agricultural Reserve and public water supply. 
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3. The Resource is part of a “critical mass” of like resources that perform an important environmental or 
heritage function. 

4. The Resource makes a significant contribution to one or more heritage themes. 

5. The Resource provides human or ecological connectivity between significant park, natural or historic 
areas and/or corridors. 

6. The Resource helps to buffer and thereby protect other significant resources. 

7. The Resource represents an opportunity for broadening interpretation and public understanding of 
natural and heritage resources. 

8. The Resource provides a significant opportunity (a) to increase access to public open space in 
communities with high population densities, (b) to protect scarce open space in an urbanized 
community, (c) to improve the character of a green boulevard of countywide or regional significance, or 
(d) to provide for a new regional park facility. 

 
Analysis of the Ten Mile Creek Headwaters by the specific LOS Natural Resource criteria concludes that: 

 The Ten Mile Creek Headwaters is of countywide significance due to:  
o Having high potential to include habitats for rare, threatened, or endangered species in the 

large areas of undisturbed, high quality forest;  
o Being a “best example” of an aquatic community as documented in the Countywide Stream 

Protection Strategy and other County research;  
o Including large, diverse areas with a variety of habitats to support biodiversity on land and in the 

aquatic habitat   

 The Ten Mile Creek Headwaters is critical to the successful implementation of public policy, specifically 

the protection of public water supply in Little Seneca Lake downstream from the headwaters. 

 The Ten Mile Creek Headwaters is part of a “critical mass” of like resources across several watersheds 
that perform an important environmental function – the protection of the high quality aquatic resources 
in the Ten Mile Creek watershed that drains to a water supply reservoir, Little Seneca Lake. 

 The Ten Mile Creek Headwaters provides ecological connectivity between significant natural areas in 
Bucklodge Forest Conservation Park, Little Bennett Regional Park and Black Hill Regional Park.   

 The Ten Mile Creek Headwaters resource helps to buffer and thereby protect other significant resources 
in the Ten Mile Creek watershed. 

In summary, the Ten Mile Creek Headwaters site is a large area of contiguous, high quality forest that protects a 
significant, high quality watershed, factors that combine to make this an important Natural Resource to the 
County and one that should clearly be added to the Legacy Open Space program for protection.   
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Legacy Open Space Recommendations 

 Designate the high quality, critical forest and open habitats that protect the quality of the Ten Mile Creek 
Headwaters as a Legacy Open Space Natural Resource site (Class II) (Attachment 1). 

o Staff proposes a Natural Resource designation area that covers approximately 1230 acres within 
the Limited Master Plan boundary.  For comparison, the proposed parkland combined with 
“private conservation areas” designated for protection in the 1994 Clarksburg Master Plan cover 
approximately 1340 acres 

o Attachment 1 (1994 Clarksburg MP Conservation Areas and Proposed Legacy Open Space 
Natural Resource) illustrates the proposed Ten Mile Creek Headwaters Natural Resource with an 
overlay of the 1994 Clarksburg Master Plan Conservation Areas.   

 The indicated Conservation Areas (black cross hatch) include both the “Proposed Parkland” 
and “Private Conservation Areas” from the 1994 Plan since Parks has decided to exercise the 
option in the 1994 Plan to require conveyance of all conservation areas as parkland during 
development (as submitted in comments on the pending pre-application).   

 Some developable areas in the 1994 Plan are being recommended for conservation in this 
LOS proposal, but some of the 1994 Conservation Areas are being excluded from the Legacy 
proposal to allow for development.  The 1994 Conservation Areas that are being excluded 
from the proposed Natural Resource are based on detailed environmental analysis 
conducted by the Planning Department that has identified a proposed development 
envelope close to Clarksburg Road.  

o Attachment 2 (Proposed Legacy Open Space Natural Resource, Parks and Trails) indicates the 
Natural Resource designation area as the proposed future Ten Mile Creek Conservation Park in 
relation to the proposed natural surface trail corridor, future neighborhood park (see Park and 
Trail recommendations below), and the Planning Department’s proposed development 
envelope.  

 Protect the designated Natural Resource on an individual property basis using a variety of tools including 
easements, dedication through the development review process, and fee simple acquisition. Individual 
property implementation recommendations are as follows: 

o Mattlyn Enterprises, LLC – Pursue resource protection through acquisition. 

o Montgomery County parcels – For County-owned parcels outside the proposed development 
boundary and not already part of the park system, coordinate with County to transfer key 
resource areas to Park management. 

o Clarkwood LC – Pursue resource protection through acquisition. 

o Shiloh Farm Investments/John King Jr. properties (Pulte Homes) –  

 Seek conveyance of identified Natural Resource site outside of the proposed development 
boundary as the core of the Ten Mile Creek Conservation Park.   

 During development design, ensure that proposed homes fronting mature forest within the 
LOS Natural Resource site are set back from the forest edge a minimum of 150 feet to 
minimize edge impact and to reduce the potential for hazardous trees impacts associated 
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with improved property, according to American Society of Arboriculture recommended 
setbacks.  Adequate access for park maintenance throughout the developed area and along 
the parkland border should be accommodated as part of this setback. 

 Within the Pulte-controlled properties, the proposed LOS Natural Resource covers 352 
acres, about 42 acres more than the area shown as Conservation Areas in the 1994 
Clarksburg Plan (310 acres).  

o Hancock property – Seek acquisition of this inholding within the Shiloh Farm Investments 
portion of the Natural Resource site. 

o Maryland Environmental Trust parcels – Seek acquisition of these parcels in ownership of MET. 

o Betty Casey Trust – Protect natural resources and preserve active agriculture at time of 
subdivision or sale through a combination of easement, reforestation of stream valleys, and/or 
park acquisition.  

o Rable property – Pursue resource protection through acquisition. 

o Mease and Beck properties – Pursue partial acquisition to preserve key resources along two 
main branches of Ten Mile Creek while preserving open agricultural land.    

o All other properties – Seek to protect resources on these smaller properties using full variety of 
tools, such as easements, partial acquisition, or full acquisition, as opportunities arise over time.   

 

Park and Trail Analysis 

 

Policy Background 

Clarksburg Master Plan and Hyattstown Special Study Area, adopted June 1994 

The 1994 Clarksburg Master Plan and Hyattstown Special Study Area (“1994 Plan”) recommended several parks, 
trails and greenways for the entire area, with a key “goal to link all parkland via a greenway network” (p.159).  
The proposed park system was envisioned to provide a range of park and recreation services, from countywide 
to community use facilities.   Over several hundred acres of greenways wide enough to “allow development of a 
trail system”, further development of the two regional parks (Little Bennett and Black Hill), two recreational 
parks (Ovid Hazen Wells and Damascus), a special park (Clarksburg Road, renamed Linthicum Recreational Park), 
and five local parks were recommended.  In addition to the above parks, the 1994 Plan advocated for 
neighborhood recreation areas, stating that “each new residential development in a neighborhood should 
provide adequate private open space and recreational facilities for its residents to enjoy non-structured 
recreation” (p. 162). 

Many of the new and future parks are located on the east side of I-270 in areas of the greatest density of 
development. The Master Plan areas on the west side of I-270 include the Ten Mile Creek Area and the Cabin 
Branch Neighborhood.  In the Cabin Branch area, the 1994 Plan proposed the local park now named Cabin 
Branch and a special park now named Linthicum Recreational Park.  In the Ten Mile Creek area, the 1994 Plan 
proposed an interconnected greenway with a major natural surface trail forming the link between the two 
regional parks in the area, Little Bennett and Black Hill.  No other public parks were proposed in the 1994 Plan 
for the Ten Mile Creek area since the Planning Board’s Draft recommended only 100 dwelling units on large lots 
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and thus envisioned no need for more close-to-home park facilities.  When the density was increased to 900 
dwelling units by Council, there was insufficient time to re-examine park needs in the area. 

 

Issues and Opportunities 

To determine issues, opportunities, and preliminary recommendations the Department of Parks re-examined 
the 1994 Plan recommendations, as well as park and trail planning guidance for natural-resource based 
recreation and facility-based recreation needs, including the 1998 Countywide Park Trails Plan, the 2010 Vision 
2030 Strategic Plan, the 2012 Park, Recreation, and Open Space (PROS) Plan, and the 2005 PROS Plan.  

Clarksburg Master Plan 

The 1994 Plan generally laid out a well-distributed system of park platforms and trails to serve densities and land 
uses in Clarksburg.  Due to its proximity to local parks, recreational parks, and regional parks, the Ten Mile Creek 
area is well served nearby by drive-to facilities such as athletic fields, picnic areas, courts and playgrounds.  
Every residence in the Ten Mile Creek Area will be within a mile of future adult rectangular fields, playgrounds, 
and basketball courts, as well as hard surface and natural surface trails at Clarksburg Local Park, Linthicum 
Recreational Park, and Clarksburg Elementary School.   

The addition of significant potential density in Ten Mile Creek area at the time of Council approval raises concern 
as to whether sufficient neighborhood park and recreation amenities were recommended in 1994.  If the 
Limited Master Plan under review now continues to recommend these densities, an important issue will be how 
to achieve an adequate supply of close-to-home park facilities typically found in a neighborhood park.   

Natural Resource-based Recreation: Natural Areas and Trails 

Recommendations for the Ten Mile Creek Area in the 1994 Plan focused on the importance of conservation and 
stewardship in the Ten Mile Creek Area.  The character of the land presents both an issue and an opportunity.  
With its steep wooded stream valleys and high knolls and ridges, some of them with views into the forest, the 
area lends itself to natural resource-based recreation, accessed by trails within the proposed park system.   

Countywide Park Trails Plan 

The 1998 Countywide Park Trails Plan (CWPTP) (updated in 2008) recommended a major regional natural 
surface trail along the east side of the Ten Mile Creek to connect Black Hill Regional Park with Little Bennett 
Regional Park.  The Preliminary Service Delivery Recommendations of the CWPTP Amendment reconfirmed this 
segment of trail as a critical route in the County’s regional trail system, and recognized its importance as part of 
the MoCo Epic route.  To support the trail and public and maintenance access to it, trailheads, road crossings, 
bridges, and maintenance access will need to be appropriately sited.   

Vision 2030 and 2012 Park, Recreation, and Open Space (PROS) Plan 

In the Vision 2030 survey, Natural Areas and Trails used to access them were rated as the top two most 
important park and recreation components.  The 2012 PROS Plan showcases how Natural Areas are important 
not only for conservation of ecosystems, but for a form of recreation referred to as natural resource-based 
recreation.   Natural resource-based recreation is defined in PROS as: 

 …any leisure activity conducted outdoors that is dependent on a particular element or combination of 
elements in the natural environment. These elements cannot be easily duplicated by human effort. In 
contrast, facility-based recreation (any leisure activity dependent on a built facility) can generally be 
provided anywhere, assuming the availability of space and funds for development.  Natural resource-based 
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recreation includes a vast range of pursuits including bicycling, hiking, running, and horseback riding on 
trails, bird watching, nature photography, wildlife viewing, and fishing….   

The 2012 PROS Plan explains the importance of Natural Areas and Trails to access them to existing and future 
populations:  

Quality of life in Montgomery County is significantly enhanced when adults have easy access to natural areas 
where they can de-stress and unplug from fast-paced lives. As our population grows older, the importance of 
access to natural areas increases. In addition, natural resource-based recreation forms the backbone of the 
meaningful experiences children and youth have in nature outside of school….  

Finally, the 2012 PROS Plan describes the type of parkland needed to support natural resource-based recreation: 

Natural resource-based recreation requires land and resource preservation far beyond the actual space for 
trails, wildlife viewing and other activities.  Water quality capable of sustaining a diversity of fish and 
amphibian species, forests large enough to harbor forest interior dwelling birds, geological and soil 
conditions diverse enough to provide habitat for rare, threatened and endangered species - all are dependent 
on large tracts of land.  The best resources will attract the greater numbers of visitors and the quality of a 
natural recreational experience is directly related to the quality of the environment within which the activity 
is taking place. High quality natural environments are characterized by a diversity of animals and plants, an 
absence of invasive plants, a general absence of manmade features and often include varied topography and 
hydrologic features, and the necessary quiet and solitude to enjoy nature. Large natural areas are needed to 
insure ecological function and sustainability, be it preserving watersheds or limiting fragmentation and edge 
effects to forested areas.  (2012 PROS Plan, pp. 44-46) 

Based on the importance of preserving natural areas and creating trails for access to resource-based recreation, 
the Ten-Mile Creek area offers a valuable opportunity to serve not only the Clarksburg population, but residents 
countywide.   

Facility-Based Recreation 

The 2012 PROS Plan estimates future needs for facilities in the Clarksburg Planning Area to the year 2022 as 3 
playgrounds, 5 tennis courts, and 3 basketball courts.  PROS demonstrates that needs will be met at a minimum 
at the following parks and schools: Cabin Branch Local Park, Piedmont Woods Neighborhood Park, Clarksburg 
Village South Local Park, and Damascus/Clarksburg Middle School #2.  

The 2005 LPPRP/PROS Plan estimated a need for nineteen adult-sized rectangular fields throughout the entire I-
270 Corridor area.  According to PROS, by the year 2021, thirteen of these will have been constructed.   The 
balance of the future need will be constructed beyond the Year 2022.   In addition, immediately north of the 
area, the portion of Little Bennett Regional Park located between MD 355 and I-270 could accommodate at least 
five more rectangular fields in the future.   

Staff agrees with the 1994 Plan that in areas of residential density, close-to-home recreational facilities are 
needed.  In the Ten Mile Creek area, it makes sense to provide those types of facilities that will provide access to 
and will enhance the natural resource areas.  Facilities with minimal impervious surfaces such as open grassy 
areas for a variety of activities (described in PROS as Community Open Space), natural play areas, and 
community gathering areas were highly rated by the Vision 2030 survey.  PROS identified several new facility 
types that are needed in neighborhoods such as such as dog parks, community open space and community 
gardens.   
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Park and Trail Recommendations  

 Provide a countywide natural surface trail, designed to M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks standards, in the 
Ten Mile Creek area linking Little Bennett Regional Park and Black Hill Regional Park as per the 
Countywide Park Trails Plan and the 1994 Clarksburg Master Plan.  

o The countywide trail segment to link Little Bennett Regional Park with Black Hill Regional Park 
should be located within the proposed Legacy Open Space Natural Resource and existing 
conservation parkland, per the CWPTP and the 1994 Plan.    

o Trails should be built using sustainable standards. Sufficient access to build and maintain the 
trails and the natural areas around them may require areas outside the environmental buffers in 
upland areas.  Trails should be built using sustainable standards, which could include 
environmentally sensitive crossings such as bridges or boardwalks.  Trails should include signage 
that meets Department standards.   

o Trail connections to Little Bennett and Black Hill Regional Parks will require stream and road 
crossings in the safest manner possible.   

 Provide five trailheads, designed to M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks standards, for access to the Ten Mile 
Creek natural surface trail and nearby natural areas for park users and operations staff. 

o Five trailheads should be strategically located to access the Ten Mile Creek Trail and the natural 
resource areas.  These trailheads should provide safe and logical public access as well as access 
for maintenance and policing, and should be built to Parks standards.  Trailheads should include: 

 Gravel parking lot with 6-8  parking spaces 

 Kiosks with wayfinding and interpretive signage 

 Provide a new natural resource-based Neighborhood Park of at least ten acres for close-to-home 
recreation for the Ten Mile Creek area, designed to M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks standards.   

o A natural resource-based Neighborhood Park of at least ten acres, located outside of 
environmentally sensitive areas, is recommended as a platform for walkable, close-to-home 
facilities and to serve as a trailhead for the Ten Mile Creek natural surface trail.   The park should 
have a natural resource theme and should be located adjacent to conservation parkland.  

o The proposed Preliminary Program of Requirements for the Neighborhood Park is as follows: 

 Access to the Conservation Park to the west for trail users and operations, maintenance 
and police functions from the development 

 Trailhead with small gravel parking area (6-8 spaces), with access through the 
development  

 Picnic Area  

 Natural Play Area 

 Community Garden 

 Community Open Space large enough for  community festivals and pickup sports, at 
least 15,000 square feet 

 Adequate space to provide for Environmental Site Design, Stormwater Management,  
Forest Conservation, and other regulatory requirements  
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Attachments: 
1) Clarksburg Master Plan (1994) Conservation Areas and Current Proposed Legacy Open Space 

Natural Resource, Ten Mile Creek Area 
2) Proposed Legacy Open Space Natural Resource and Parks and Trails, Ten Mile Creek Area 

CC: Mike Horrigan 
Jim Humerick 
Wendy Hanley 
Susanne Paul 
Geoffrey Mason 

 Fred Boyd 
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Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition:  Audubon Naturalist Society, Clean Water Action, Conservation Montgomery; Liveable Clarksburg Coalition;
Maryland Native Plant Society; Montgomery Countryside Alliance; Muddy Branch Alliance; Seneca Watershed Partners; Sierra Club Montgomery
County Group; Stormwater Partners Network; Sugarloaf Citizens Association; WeAreMoco

For release: Contact: Patricia Brooks; patricia@matchmapmedia.com
12:01 am Thursday, June 6, 2013 202-351-1757

NEW REPORT & POLICY PROPOSALS BY NEW COALITION:

Montgomery County Planning Board Not Considering ANY Plan
That Protects Area’s Drinking Water from Sprawl

Report Released on Steps of Planning Committee Offices as Board Considered Proposals that Would
Create “End Run” Around Any Plan that Fully Protects Ten Mile Creek

New Coalition to Submit Two New Plans that Would Protect Drinking Water,
Ensure Smart Development in Clarksburg

June 6, 2013, Silver Spring, MD – Today a new coalition representing over 10,000 Montgomery County residents called on the
Planning Board to consider two new proposals that use science-based smart development in order to protect the county’s last
best creek.  The Planning Board will adopt a final plan on July 25th, so changes must be made now to protect Montgomery
County’s quality of life.

The Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition also released a report that summarized the body of county, state and national environmental
science.  This report details why current proposals being considered as amendments to the Clarksburg Stage 4 Limited Master
Plan are NOT based on scientific dictates that would protect Ten Mile Creek.

Even as the coalition members called on the board to use accepted science for planning the future land use for Ten Mile Creek's
watershed, the board was hearing about two separate but related measures that could derail any attempt to protect the area’s
drinking water or deliver on long-denied promises to Clarksburg residents.

“This science clearly states that the only way to protect the area is to limit pavement,” said Neal Fitzpatrick, Executive Director
of the Audubon Naturalist Society and member of the coalition. “Put development where it is needed – in Clarksburg Town
Center – not in the headwaters of Ten Mile Creek.”

Report Finds No Plans Based on Sound Science
The coalition’s report details the body of scientific research – and previous Montgomery County watershed protection
successes and failures.  The analysis shows that locating appropriate development outside of fragile areas is the way to save the
County’s last, best creek.  Current plans being considered by the Planning Board focus on Environmental Site Design (ESD) and
stormwater run-off, which, according to the peer-reviewed literature, is, at best, a secondary measure.  The full report can be
found at www.savetenmilecreek.com .

Further, the report found that options currently under review by the Planning Board would downgrade Ten Mile Creek from its
current “Good to Excellent” rating of biologic health. Similar approaches used in the past for endangered Montgomery County
bodies of water, that placed their faith solely in developers' claims about new stormwater engineering methods without use of
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Montgomery County Group; Stormwater Partners Network; Sugarloaf Citizens Association; WeAreMoco

caps on construction and imperviousness, have resulted in silted-up waterways.  On the other hand, the methods proposed by
the Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition are those that successfully helped protect upper Rock Creek and upper Paint Branch.

Coalition’s New Proposed Measures
The report lays out two planning proposals that would protect Ten Mile Creek.  One relies on “smart development,” protection
of key parcels and a six percent cap over-all on imperviousness.  The other would place critical watershed areas west of I-270
into the Agricultural Reserve, and use other methods to conserve critical lands.  Read more about the specifics of these
measures at www.savetenmilecreek.com

June 6th “Pulte Peterson Pavement” Measures
While the coalition introduced its policy plans and released its report, the Planning Board was considering two bills that would
allow up to four times more pavement in critical watershed areas than has shown to be protective.  These measures would
create exceptions to existing construction caps that are already enforced in parts of Montgomery County and that are proposed
for parts of Clarksburg. By allowing pervious pavement to be called “25% impervious," developers could pave up to four times
more land than is allowed in protected watersheds in Montgomery County that are subject to imperviousness caps. These
proposals could render any future protections ineffective. “The Pulte Peterson Pavement bills just change vocabulary, not
reality,” said Caroline Taylor, Executive Director of the Montgomery County Countryside Alliance. “Pavement and rooftops are
still pavement and rooftops.  We can only protect the creek by restricting pavement.”

Why Ten Mile Creek is Important to the Washington Metro Region
Ten Mile Creek feeds into the entire mid-Potomac drinking water supply.  Current plans for development would degrade the
stream, as well as create untenable traffic burdens and fail to provide the Clarksburg Town Center amenities promised local
citizens.  Ten Mile Creek is the cleanest tributary flowing into the Little Seneca Reservoir Backup Drinking Water Supply, an
important contributor to the mid-Potomac River. The mid-Potomac serves as the drinking water supply to over three million
people in the metropolitan Washington, D.C. area.  Due to intensified drought cycles, the region's drinking water utilities are
increasingly dependent on the continued health of Ten Mile Creek. The back-up supply has been used twice in recent years, and
was prepared for use a third time.

In addition, this watershed is critical to the region’s groundwater supply, the federally-designated Piedmont Sole Source
Aquifer.  According to the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Federal Register Notice announcing the designation of the
Piedmont Sole Source Aquifer, this groundwater resource is the “sole or principal source of drinking water for such parts of
these counties and that such portion of the Piedmont aquifer, if contaminated, would create a significant hazard to public
health.” (EPA, 1980). The EPA estimated that 62% of the population in the upcounty area relies solely upon well water.

Proposed Development Threatening Ten Mile Creek & Clarksburg
Three developers (Pulte, Peterson and Egan) collectively own – either outright or through options -- 722 acres of still-rural land
in the area being considered by the planning commission. They propose building subdivisions, commercial shopping malls, and
a highway bypass in the Ten Mile Creek watershed. This includes 1600 or more residential units, and over a half-million square
feet of commercial space in Ten Mile Creek’s headwaters. If the developers’ proposals are approved, they will add more than
double the current area of pavement and roofs, from the watershed’s current pavement coverage of 160 acres, 4% of total land
area covered with imperviousness, up to 360 acres of pavement and roofs, which amounts to 9% of the total watershed land
area.

The Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition
The Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition is composed of citizen’s groups concerned about the quality of life in Montgomery County.
Organizational membership numbers over 10,000 local citizens.  The coalition is growing every day.  Current member
organizations include the Audubon Naturalist Society, Clean Water Action, Conservation Montgomery; Liveable Clarksburg
Coalition; Maryland Native Plant Society; Montgomery Countryside Alliance; Muddy Branch Alliance; Seneca Watershed
Partners; Sierra Club Montgomery County Group; Stormwater Partners Network; Sugarloaf Citizens Association; and
WeAreMoco.

###
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SAVE TEN MILE CREEK COALITION

Protecting Ten Mile Creek & Clarksburgthrough Science-Based Smart Development
The First in a Series of Reports

Diane Cameron
Audubon Naturalist Society

Ten Mile Creek Coalition

June 6, 2013

Why and how we must protect Montgomery’s Last, Best Creek --Ten Mile Creek -- and the consequences
for the entire region we face if we fail to protect this important water resource.  We present two new
land use planning options, summarize existing science, and present lessons learned from Montgomery’s
own experiences in past attempts to protect other high-quality creeks.
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Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition

June 6, 2013

Overview:

The Montgomery County, Maryland Planning Commission is currently considering a limited master plan
amendment for development in Clarksburg.  This master plan – called the Ten Mile Creek – Clarksburg
Stage 4 Limited Master Plan Amendment, will determine the fate of the watershed and the quality of
the water in the county’s “last best creek,” Ten Mile Creek. This creek is critically important to the mid-
Potomac’s over-all water supply and the region’s groundwater.  In addition, appropriate development of
the Clarksburg has been long-awaited by area residents.

This report details two science-based policy proposals by the Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition that will
allow for smart growth that protects the Washington, D.C. metro area’s water supply, and puts the right
development in the right place – where it has been promised in previous plans.

None of the proposals currently under review by the Planning Board are based on the best science
available, and all of them would lead to degradation of the creek.

With the advent of the Limited Master Plan Amendment for Ten Mile Creek and Clarksburg Stage 4,
Montgomery County will decide the density, type, location, and footprint of a range of land uses:
commercial, residential, transportation, and natural resource protection.  These decisions will be made
first by the Planning Board this summer, and then by the Council this fall or winter.

In 1994, Montgomery County made two important commitments that have now come due:  Protect Ten
Mile Creek, and build a vibrant Clarksburg Town Center.  Although the past 19 years have seen many
changes for Clarksburg and its waters including Ten Mile Creek, Montgomery County has not yet
accomplished either commitment.

Ten Mile Creek is the last of the clean creeks that feed into the Little Seneca emergency drinking water
reservoir, and into the Potomac.  Therefore, decisions being made by the Montgomery County Planning
Commission now will affect the quality of life for the entire Washington, D.C. metropolitan area,
including developments as far away as Loudoun County, Virginia, for decades to come.

This report:

1. explains the critical importance of Ten Mile Creek to the region’s drinking water supply;
2. summarizes the science necessary for appropriate land use planning;
3. details two new proposals that would protect Ten Mile Creek and assure appropriate

development;
4. compares options being considered by the Planning Board to coalition options;
5. provides a selected scientific bibliography with web site addresses;
6. offers charts comparing various options, maps of the area, and other key graphics.
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The Importance of Ten Mile Creek to the Washington Metro Region

1.a. Emergency Drinking Water Supply to Mid-Potomac

Ten Mile Creek is the cleanest tributary flowing into the Little Seneca Reservoir, which is a backup
drinking water supply and an important contributor to the mid-Potomac River. The mid-Potomac serves
as the drinking water supply to over three million people in the metropolitan Washington, D.C. area.
This water supply is subject to intensive demand to supply the potable water needs of this region,
combined with occasional severe droughts -- in which the water from Little Seneca Reservoir is a crucial
addition.  The future reliability of the mid-Potomac drinking water supply thus depends on the
continued health of Ten Mile Creek and the Little Seneca Reservoir. This backup supply has been used
twice in recent years, and was prepared for use a third time.

Little Seneca Reservoir is a 450-acre lake built by a Cooperative of the three largest drinking water
utilities in the greater Washington, D.C. region in 1985.  The capacity of this lake is 3.9 billion gallons
(Hoffman, 2011).  The purpose of the Little Seneca Reservoir is to supply additional water to the mid-
Potomac River in the event of a severe drought, in order to provide an adequate drinking water supply
to the region.

The cost of building the reservoir was shared by the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC),
the Washington Aqueduct, and the Fairfax County (Va.) Water Authority, with the objective of sharing
the water that would be released in the event of a drought.  (Thomson, Baltimore Sun, 1999).  Our
region experienced significant droughts in 1966, 1999, 2002, and 2010. During two of those droughts,
1999 and 2002, the mid-Potomac drinking water supply required massive amounts of water to be
released from Little Seneca Reservoir.

During the 1999 drought , the Washington Post reported,

As an  illustration of how low the Potomac River is, consider these figures: The Interstate Commission on
the Potomac River Basin says that the region is using about 500 million gallons a day of Potomac water,
its normal summer demand. The Potomac River flow is at about 600 million gallons a day. That leaves 100
million gallons of extra water, the minimum considered necessary to protect life in the river. Water being
released upstream will make sure that level doesn't drop. (D’Vera Cohn, Washington Post, 1999)

Although the 1999 drought required a release of water from the Jennings Randolph Reservoir, 200 miles
upstream in West Virginia, the purpose of that release was not for human consumption- the river still
held enough water to meet our potable water needs that summer – but rather, for the fish and other
creatures. The release of water from that much larger reservoir was for the purpose of “environmental
low-flow provision,” in other words, to maintain the mid-Potomac fishery and the wildlife dependent
upon it.

But even with the release of water from the Jennings Randolph Reservoir (which holds roughly 3 times
as much water as held by Little Seneca), Little Seneca Lake was called into service in 1999 (and again in
2002).  The WSSC released 22 million gallons over a 21-hour period, according to a July 21, 1999 article
in the Gazette (Gazette, Grbach, 1999). Timing was the critical factor. While it takes six to nine days for
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water from Jennings Randolph Reservoir to reach the greater Washington D.C. part of the mid-Potomac,
it takes only about one day for water released from Little Seneca to flow into the mid-Potomac.
(Hoffman, 2011; Hagan et al 2006).

During the 1999 drought crisis in this region, there was political fall-out over the prospect of
government leaders asking the populace to reduce water consumption by, for instance, avoiding lawn
watering and car washing. While some officials were reluctant to request voluntary water conservation,
other leaders stated that they preferred water conservation measures to the prospect of drying up Little
Seneca Lake and leaving muck and dead fish behind.

There have been other releases from Little Seneca Reservoir since the 1999 drought. The 2002 drought
also resulted in a Little Seneca release, and the 2010 drought required a test release, while the Jennings
Randolph Reservoir supplied the needed backup flow (Ahmed et al., 2011). In recent years there have
been “Drought Exercises” in which water was released enough to lower Little Seneca Lake by two feet –
in a type of dry run to practice and test the system. (Hagan, 2005, Letter to Montgomery County Council
members, included in the appendix to Hagan et al 2006, Report on the Drought Exercise of 2005, ICPRB).

1.b. Protecting Regional Groundwater

The Ten Mile Creek watershed is critical to the region’s groundwater supply, the federally-designated
Piedmont Sole Source Aquifer. According to the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Federal
Register Notice announcing the designation of the Piedmont Sole Source Aquifer, this groundwater
resource is the “sole or principal source of drinking water for such parts of these counties and that such
portion of the Piedmont aquifer, if contaminated, would create a significant hazard to public health.”
(EPA, 1980). In making this designation, the EPA estimated that 62% of the population in this area relies
solely upon well water (map below).

This groundwater resource is outlined in the map below (mocoalliance.org; website visited on 6/1/13).
Ten Mile Creek, its headwaters, and Clarksburg are all centrally located in the groundwater recharge
area. Unwise development jeopardizes this irreplaceable water resource and the 62% of the population
in the UpCounty area who are dependent on well water.
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Graphic from:  Montgomery Countryside Alliance web site, Mocoalliance.org
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1.c. Ten Mile Creek as a Regional Barometer of Environmental Health

Ten Mile Creek is Ecologically Unique

The Clarksburg Master Plan describes Ten Mile Creek as “fragile and sensitive.”  Ten Mile Creek in the
Clarksburg Special Protection Area, (Clarksburg Master Plan, Stage 4) has a high level of diversity of the
fish, aquatic insects, and amphibians that live in and around the stream.  There are few streams left in
Montgomery County that have similar levels of biodiversity, and in fact in several respects Ten Mile
Creek is the “Last of the Best” streams in Montgomery County.

In 2009 the planning staff report to the Montgomery County Planning Board observed, “There are few
watersheds that can compare to the Ten Mile Creek watershed’s rich and diverse ecosystem within
Montgomery County,” MNCPPC, 2009 quoted in DEP’s 2008 SPA Report, page 79. In 2010, the Ad-Hoc
Water Quality Working Group, charged by the County Council with making recommendations for the
future of Ten Mile Creek and Clarksburg Stage 4, wrote in its Fact-Finding Summary,

“The water in Ten Mile Creek flows clear, cold, and steadily, and supports one of the most diverse aquatic
life communities in Montgomery County, including species of fish, aquatic insects, and amphibians that are
found rarely (if ever) elsewhere in the county.  This excellent water quality is indicative of a rural
watershed that has many small and ephemeral streams, springs and seeps…Ten Mile Creek is a high
quality Use I-P stream (defined as: water contact recreation, protection of aquatic life, and public water
supply ) and is part of the Little Seneca Lake backup drinking water supply.

“Ten Mile Creek has been monitored by the Montgomery County Department of Environmental Protection
since 1994.  Stream conditions averaged within the excellent to good ranges.  The stream conditions of
many of the upper headwaters were in excellent condition.  The headwaters east of I-270 were in good
condition.  Since Special Protection Area development began, stream conditions in the headwaters east of
I-270 declined to fair.  The upper headwater areas declined to good condition.  County staff filed located
mapped seeps, springs and wetlands in the Stage 4 portion of Ten Mile Creek in 2009.  These extremely
sensitive features are critical to the protection of the high quality conditions of the Ten Mile headwater
streams.”

Ten Mile Creek:

 maintains summer base flows
 minimizes the response to storms
 has tributaries that function as a refuge for fish during droughts
 contains consistently cool water
 has shallow soils overlying fragile, folded metamorphic rocks
 supports a high quality biological community including amphibians
 supports some macroinvertebrates rarely if ever found elsewhere in the County
 is a “reference watershed.”

(Ad-Hoc Water Quality Working Group, 2010)

Effectively protecting the fragile and unique water quality of Ten Mile Creek, and its role as a reference
watershed against which our scientists judge the health of other county streams, involves applying
effective watershed protection approaches based on a combination of local experience in the prior
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Clarksburg Stages (Stages 1 through 3), along with the body of published scientific reports on the
relationship between land uses, land cover conditions and stream quality.

2. The Science and Local Experience:  Lessons Learned on the Need for
Smart Development for Clean Water Protection

As of June, 2013, the Montgomery County Planning Board is not considering any proposal for Ten Mile
Creek that will be sufficient to prevent its degradation.

Instead, the Planning Board, its staff and consultants are studying a range of proposals, all of which
involve levels of development that will result in a loss of the biological, chemical, and physical quality of
Ten Mile Creek, pollution of groundwater, and an increase in pollution of the Little Seneca Reservoir
drinking water source that Ten Mile Creek feeds into.

The reason for this disconnect is simple.  Current proposals look at Environmental Site Design (ESD) to
address stormwater run-off.  Yet research conducted by county, state and national agencies, as well as
the body of peer-reviewed literature, could not be more clear.  The only way to preserve fragile water
systems is to cap development in their watersheds, clear and simple.  More pavement means
degradation, no matter what that pavement is called, or how many rain gardens are installed.

This does not mean that development cannot take place, it means that development of the appropriate
type, scale and design must take place in the appropriate locations.

2.a. Proposed Development = More Pavement = Stream Degradation

Three developers (Pulte, Peterson and Egan) collectively own – either outright or through options – 722
acres of still-rural land in the area being considered by the planning commission.

They propose building subdivisions, commercial shopping malls, and a highway bypass in the Ten Mile
Creek watershed. This includes 1600 or more residential units, and over a half-million square feet of
commercial space in Ten Mile Creek’s headwaters. The proposed 355 Highway Bypass project in
Clarksburg would also add significant pavement (8 to 12 acres) to the Ten Mile Creek watershed
(Montgomery County Planning Department, 2013).

If the developers’ proposals are approved, they will add more than double the current area of pavement
and roofs, from the watershed’s current pavement coverage of 160 acres, 4% of total land area covered
with imperviousness, up to 360 acres or more of pavement and roofs, which amounts to 9% of the total
watershed land area.
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Montgomery County Planning Department

February 25, 2013 Clarksburg Community Presentation

Ten Mile Creek watershed is Good to Excellent quality, but is showing some signs of stress from recent
development projects especially in the portion east of I-270.

Scientists estimate that roughly two-thirds of the hard, paved surfaces in the Chesapeake Bay region are
“habitat for cars, not people.” Every increase of 1000 people brings on average 790 more cars in
Maryland.  The more pavement, the more traffic jams and the more stream and Bay quality will
continue to decline.  Smart growth is not only about increasing densities in existing urban places, it is
also about avoiding sprawl in existing rural places, and avoiding more car-dependent developments.

To assuage concerns that this level of hard, paved surfaces is too much for this sensitive creek and its
watershed, the developers say that imperviousness no longer matters. They claim their stormwater
engineering methods have rendered imperviousness limits obsolete, yet this is not supported by the
scientific literature.
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2.b. Stormwater Engineering Not Sufficient to Protect Watershed

The developers claim that “we can build out to the 1994 Master Plan levels and still save Ten Mile
Creek,” is based on their faith in the latest version of stormwater management engineering methods, or
Environmental Site Design (ESD). They point to the Maryland Department of Environment stormwater
management design manual and its chapter on ESD (MDE, 2009). They use this as evidence that their
proposed reliance on engineered devices will protect sensitive, fragile waters such as Ten Mile Creek
even as they build extensive new developments that add hundreds of acres of buildings and pavement
to these watersheds.  While many of our coalition member groups have supported and continue to
support the use of ESD for stormwater retrofits, and for stormwater management wherever smart
development projects are occurring, ESD is no substitute for wise, science-based land use planning and
smart development.

But our review of county, state and national governmental research, in addition to published, peer-
reviewed science indicates that there is no basis for these claims. As the majority report of the Ad-Hoc
Water Quality Working Group noted, stormwater management and Environmental Site Design devices
at best are a backup, secondary layer of protection for high quality streams. The first layer is sound land
use planning that protects existing vegetative cover and applies strict, enforceable limits on
imperviousness (Ad-Hoc Water Quality Working Group, 2010).

2.c. The Science: Protecting the Area’s Water Supply Needs More than Run-Off Management

Experts from the Maryland Department of Natural Resources, along with the Majority Report of the
2010 Ad-Hoc Water Quality Working Group (set up to advise the Montgomery County Council on Ten
Mile Creek) and recent reports from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS Circular 1373, 2012) and the
National Research Council, all say the same thing:  high-quality, fragile, sensitive creeks begin to decline
in quality even at very low levels of construction and urbanization in their watersheds – and that
urbanization of a formerly-pristine stream is a complex process of many different kinds of damage –
much of it irreparable.

As the U.S. Geological Service summarized its 9-city, decade-long study of the impacts of urbanization on
streams,
“The loss of sensitive species in streams begins to occur at the initial stages of urban development,
according to a new study by the USGS. The study found that streams are more sensitive to development
than previously understood.” (USGS, 2012).

More than 140 scientific reports are cited on the Planning Department’s Ten Mile Creek website
(http://www.montgomeryplanning.org/community/plan_areas/I270_corridor/clarksburg/clarksburg_li
m_amendment.shtm). The findings for many of these papers have been summarized in recent peer-
reviewed, published scientific literature reports (USGS 2012, NRC 2008). They all support the necessity
of strictly limiting development in fragile watersheds. Our discussion of the science in this report is of
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many of the most important local, state, and national-level scientific papers and summaries that are
included in the Planning Department’s mega-literature set.  The reader is encouraged to access this
large body of scientific reports in addition to the reports we have referenced.

Meanwhile, developers have cited a handful of articles purporting to show that stormwater engineering
using Environmental Site Design practices such as bioretention and pervious pavements has maintained
the health of local streams studied elsewhere. But these studies do not measure stream biological
health (Index of Biotic Integrity or Biological Condition Gradient), and they suffer from other
fundamental flaws.

The strong scientific consensus is that it is necessary to cap development and avoid sprawl to protect
sensitive, fragile streams.  It is about sound land use planning in order to ensure a high quality of life and
Ten Mile Creek’s high water quality on a permanent basis.  It is about focusing new development where
it’s most needed – in this case, provision of long-promised amenities in the actual Clarksburg Town
Center – and keeping development out of sensitive watersheds where it will do irreparable harm –in Ten
Mile Creek and its most-rural and sensitive tributaries.

2.d. A Tale of County Creek Systems: What Happens Without Science-Based Smart Development

We can look beyond the scientific literature and examine lessons already learned the hard way with our
local creeks and communities.

 Successes: Upper Paint Branch and Upper Rock Creek

Montgomery County has successfully used appropriate planning and zoning controls that enforce
land cover conditions to protect water systems.  In this manner, the county has succeeded in
maintaining high-quality streams – including Upper Paint Branch and Upper Rock Creek -- using
construction caps (impervious cover limits) and open space minimum standards. This approach
allowed planners to use the best science-based criteria for maintaining the quality of the streams’
Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) rating. By applying mandatory imperviousness caps of 8% on
construction in critical lands for these creeks, the streams have remained vibrant and healthy,
helping maintain the quality of the area’s drinking water and, by extension, the local residents’
quality of life (Montgomery County’s SPA Report for 2011)

 Failures: Clarksburg and Watts Branch

And also from Montgomery’s past experience, we’ve learned what happens without science-based
smart development:  We lose drinking water sources and high-quality streams decline – witness the
water resource damages caused by recent development projects in Clarksburg and Watts Branch.

Clarksburg
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The 1994 Clarksburg Master Plan was broken into four stages, in order to help ensure that
infrastructure kept pace with population growth, and in order to study the impact of construction
and development on local streams.  The development projects that were rapidly built in Clarksburg,
starting about a decade ago, were the subject of a highly-visible site plan enforcement crisis in 2005
and 2006.  A group of residents called the Clarksburg Town Center Citizens Advisory Committee
(which included Amy Presley, now a Montgomery Planning Commissioner), compiled evidence of
widespread site plan violations and lack of effective enforcement by planning staff .

Also for the prior Clarksburg development stages, redundant numbers of stormwater measures
were used, along with devices now termed “Environmental Site Design:” such as swales, permeable
pavements, and rooftop disconnections. Developers promised that these stormwater techniques
would be sufficient to maintain the high quality of the creeks even while dense developments were
built.

But those assurances did not prove true, and the creeks’ quality declined.   Longtime residents of
the greater Clarksburg area turned on their taps, only to find that their wells had gone dry, or well
water had turned muddy.  As Boyds resident Kathie Hulley stated in a comment on the Planning
Board’s Ten Mile Creek web page:

“Whilst most of the ‘triggers’ have been met, the stream quality for the first three stages is by
no means certain, as the roads and stormwater systems are not yet complete. We do not yet
know the effect on the area as a whole. (I do know that my well water presently produces brown
sediment, so all is not as it should be). Stage 4 was only to be considered when these systems
have settled. Infrastructure is lagging behind the demand and needs of the community.”

Watts Branch

In 2006, WSSC announced that it was abandoning Watts Branch as a drinking water supply source, and
would thus have to build a new raw water intake pipe for its Potomac Filtration Plant, in order to avoid
the dirty water from Watts Branch.  WSSC's report indicated that Watts Branch caused unpredictable
fluctuations in, and high levels of sediment and bacteria (fecal coliform). (WSSC, 2004).

These fluctuating, high levels of sediment and bacteria caused extra expense at the Filtration Plant, as
workers had to add more treatment chemicals, and otherwise adapt to the additional pollution in the
raw intake water.  These fluctuating pollution levels could also potentially cause a "public health issue,"
since the Filtration Plant's operation depends on a relatively steady supply of intake water with a
predictable level of pollutants to be treated at the Plant.

Early estimates of the cost of this project, which amounted to building a longer straw to draw water
from the middle of the Potomac River rather than closer to the Montgomery County shore, were in the
range of $15M to $20M. More recent estimates put the capital cost of this project higher, at about
$25M.  WSSC ratepayers are now footing this bill.
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In the 1990s, Montgomery County and the City of Rockville encouraged extensive urban and suburban
development projects in Watts Branch watershed.  The large development projects that rolled like
juggernauts included King Farm in the Watts Branch headwaters and Travillah in the formerly-high-
quality Piney Branch tributary in Potomac.  Each of these massive urbanization projects came with
developers' and engineers' promises of using "the most up-to-date, next-generation stormwater
treatment technologies."  For instance, the King Farm development including "naturally vegetated
stream channel buffers," sand filters (which function largely akin to rain gardens and micro-bioretention
units), and extensive stream channel retrofits downstream of the King Farm site.

Looking at a map of mid-Potomac tributaries that are, or were, part of our drinking water supply:  Watts
Branch is just East of Muddy Branch, and next to it, heading upriver, going from East to West, is Seneca
Creek.  Ten Mile Creek (and Cabin Branch) flow into the Little Seneca Reservoir, which in turn empties
into Seneca Creek.  If we do not learn and apply the lessons of the past, we are going to be facing even
bigger capital outlays in the future.  The lessons of the recent past indicate that it's our land use policies,
not stormwater engineering, that will determine whether we will have a reliable, and reliably clean,
source of drinking water in the future. The 1996 amendments to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act
require States and municipal public drinking water utilities to perform Source Water Assessments.
These Assessments are supposed to promote the Multiple Barriers approach to drinking water supply
protection. It was one of these mandatory Source Water Assessments performed for WSSC that first
identified Watts Branch as a source of excessive sediment, turbidity, fecal coliform, and other pollutants.

As it now stands, Seneca Creek is in jeopardy as a highly-threatened source of clean drinking water.
Seneca Creek is subject to an MDE-issued Sediment pollution limit (Total Maximum Daily Load) due to
being impaired by sediment. (Maryland Department of the Environment, 2011).
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The published scientific literature and past Montgomery County experience fully illustrate the need for
proper protections for Ten Mile Creek.  Our past failures mean a healthy Ten Mile Creek is even more
critical to the metro area’s drinking water supply and quality of life in Clarksburg and surrounding areas.
Protecting the creek is not about stormwater run-off, it is about wise land use planning.
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3. Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition’s Policy Proposals

Our coalition has two different proposals: one that would fully protect the creek by putting key parcels
of land in the agricultural reserve and implementing other measures, and another that would lessen the
impact of development using imperviousness caps and forest cover minimums. The Planning Board is
currently considering five options, none of which protect the creek adequately. We are adding our
proposals to this list, and calling on the Planning Board to fully consider them. In the interest of
clarity, and for ease of comparison, we are calling these options #6 and #7.  These options are based on
the published science, which is explained relevant to our specific proposals in the closing portion of this
section.

3.a. OPTION #6: Save Ten Mile Creek Through Smart Science-Based Development

Our initial proposal consists of two components: (1) right development in the right place and (2) the
enforcement of land cover requirements.  If this proposal is fully implemented and enforced, it will
protect Ten Mile Creek from significant degradation.  While this option is imperfect to completely
protect the creek from some impacts, it will minimize those impacts.  Our fully protective proposal,
option #7, is detailed further below.

Save Ten Mile Creek OPTION #6: Smart Science-Based Development

Right Development – Right Place

 Locate development where it’s needed – in Clarksburg Town Center
 Provide the amenities that Town Center residents need and have been promised
 Keep development out of sensitive areas – Ten Mile Creek’s headwaters

Enforce Land Cover Requirements

 Establish a 6% imperviousness cap
 Implement forest cover minimums:  50% overall, 75% in stream buffers.
 Use Environmental Overlay Zones to enforce land cover requirements
 Ensure extra protection of the most sensitive sub-watersheds West of I-270 (Tributaries 110

and 111) through more stringent measures, including land acquisition and caps

3.b. OPTION #7: Save Ten Mile Creek by Fully Protecting Critical Areas

Many of the Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition members, most specifically the Montgomery Countryside
Alliance, advocate an option that would fully protect the creek from further degradation. This plan still
offers an option for appropriate development in Clarksburg Town Center.
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This option, supported by former Planning Board chair Royce Hanson, and other leaders in the
UpCounty area of Montgomery County, would put Ten Mile Creek West of I-270 into the Agricultural
Reserve, and place highly-sensitive tributary areas into permanent protection as part of Legacy Open
Space acquisitions. Below is one approach to accomplishing this preservation-based option.

Save Ten Mile Creek OPTION #7: Fully Protect Critical Land

Place targeted land in the Agricultural Reserve while meeting Clarksburg residents’ needs

 Downzone the land west of I-270 and east of Ten Mile Creek (includes 110 and 111 sub-
watersheds) into a Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) sending area, with rural zoning
designations limiting the density to one house per 25 acres

 Montgomery County to purchase at least two-thirds of these TDRs itself, with the remainder
to be purchased by private sector buyers
o Use Legacy Open Space funds to purchase and preserve the 110 (King Spring) and

111 sub-watershed lands in their entirety, by placing them into protected
conservation parkland.

o Montgomery County to issue bonds to help finance the purchase of TDRs and
outright purchase of sub-watersheds 110 (King Spring) and 111.

 Use some of these TDRs to up-zone Clarksburg Town Center enough to create the necessary
density for effective transit and walkable retail

Further Protect Ten Mile Creek

 Promote both reforestation/afforestation, and sustainable agriculture in Ten Mile Creek
through a comprehensive program of agro-forestry, orchard, and other food and fiber
producing farms

 Apply an Environmental Overlay Zone to Ten Mile Creek to cap total imperviousness at its
current level of 4% and to create a minimum, permanent level of forest cover of 50% and
riparian forest cover of 75%

3.c. Science Supporting Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition Plans

Montgomery County has one of the most robust data sets in the country for a single municipality –
we’ve been using stream creatures as our “canaries in the coal mine” since 1994.  We must now use this
data and scientists’ published findings to make the best land use decisions for Ten Mile Creek.

Montgomery County scientists, including Keith Van Ness with the Department of Environmental
Protection, along with scientists at MD DNR, USGS, and the National Research Council, have shown that
stream biological health declines as urban development in a watershed increases.  For sensitive, fragile
streams, including Ten Mile Creek, this means that their quality will decline under even light levels of
development and pavement.
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A vast body of scientific sources and Montgomery County’s own experience tell us that only by limiting
pavement and protecting minimum forest cover levels, can we protect sensitive water systems.

 Option #6:  Right Development in the Right Place/Protect Critical Areas

This proposal includes a six percent cap on construction and would allow a modest amount of new
development, via a fifty percent increase in the level of hard paved surfaces, while helping to ensure
the long-term protection and maintenance of Ten Mile Creek’s high water quality. Ten Mile Creek is
now at 4% imperviousness for the watershed as a whole. Every one-percent increase in
imperviousness in Ten Mile Creek’s watershed, adds roughly 40 acres of paved surfaces -- roughly
equal to two WalMart stores (building plus parking lot).

The Planning Staff are now considering a seven percent imperviousness cap for Ten Mile Creek,
along with 4 other less-protective options.  Each of these options would downgrade the creek’s
health by untenable levels.  We urge the Planning Board to consider a 6% imperviousness cap.

A 6% Imperviousness Cap will be effective in Protecting Ten Mile Creek

In the past, it was believed that below a certain threshold of imperviousness, (usually pegged at
10%), no stream degradation occurred.  This theory has been replaced with the finding that any
level of watershed imperviousness in high-quality, sensitive streams – even within a range of
0.5- 2% - causes degradation and loss of aquatic species’ diversity and abundance (King et al.,
2011).  The 2008 National Research Council Stormwater Report noted that there is a “near-
universal, negative association between biological assemblages in streams and increasing
urbanization, to the extent that it has been termed “The Urban Stream Syndrome.” (National
Research Council, 2008; Walsh et al 2005).

In 2003, DEP scientists plotted data from 352 monitored stream stations, and the catchments
draining to them, in Montgomery County and depicted the relationship between stream quality
and watershed imperviousness, (see below). (Montgomery County DEP, 2003). Montgomery
County’s own documented science indicates that as imperviousness increases in a watershed,
stream health declines – and there is no threshold below which a stream can reliably remain
high quality and without observable degradation, while imperviousness is increased.

Goetz et al. (2003) examined Maryland stream data and land cover conditions via remote
sensing, and found that a stream quality rating of Excellent required a maximum of 6%
impervious cover in the watershed, at least 75% tree cover in the riparian zone and 50% in the
overall watershed; a rating of Good required less than 10% imperviousness; 60% riparian and
45% overall watershed tree cover. Ten Mile Creek already has 46% overall watershed-wide
forest cover.  Since we are striving to not only protect Ten Mile Creek but also to improve its
quality, and since it is already at 4% imperviousness and has experienced some degradation in
some of its tributaries, we find 6% to be both sufficiently protective, and a modest compromise
proposal that will allow for some additional development to occur.
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Importantly, Goetz et al found that of the different land cover conditions they studied,
imperviousness was the single most important factor:

“Our results, based on stepwise logistic regression models, demonstrated that the
primary indicator of stream health was the amount of impervious surface within a
watershed, followed by the amount of tree cover within the stream buffer zone (30m
either side of the stream channel).”(Goetz et al 2003).

Extra Protection of the Most Sensitive Sub-Watersheds West of I-270

In April 2013, Montgomery County DEP scientists and Planning Department staff assembled a
workshop comprised of 27 local, state, and national-level aquatic biologists and other water
resource scientists. They presented data from Ten Mile Creek and other streams in Montgomery
County and asked these experts to rank and describe the biological quality of these streams
based on the Biological Condition Gradient.  According to the report of this workshop
(Montgomery County 2013):

“The individual expert judgments of the biological condition of the Ten Mile Creek sites
ranged between high to fair quality (BCG levels 2- to level 4). The highest quality Ten
Mile Creek site was the King Spring Tributary where the primary headwater stream
supported cold and cool water sensitive, native benthic macroinvertebrate taxa. The
experts predicted that these sites were excellent candidates for protection. A cursory
evaluation of watershed condition indicated the area immediate to these streams has no
or low road density and impervious surface. However, the fish community is potentially
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impacted by influences from novel, non-native taxa swimming upstream from the
reservoir in Ten Mile Creek.”

We have based our proposal for extra, additional protections that will go beyond the 6%
imperviousness cap and forest cover targets, for sub-watersheds 110 and 111 in Ten Mile Creek,
on expert recommendations for protection by the DEP’s scientists and scientists who took part
in the April 2013 workshop on the Biological Condition Gradient (Montgomery County, 2013).
Such protection needs to take the form of land acquisition for direct, permanent preservation,
or use of an Environmental Overlay Zone that would mandate an imperviousness cap that would
essentially not allow any increase in imperviousness or any other urban development in these
two extraordinarily sensitive tributary streams and their watersheds.

Implement Forest cover minimums:  50% overall, 75% in the stream buffers

As previously stated, the body of scientific literature and previous experience shows that
protection of critical areas and limiting paved surfaces is the only guaranteed solution. The
Goetz et al. 2004 paper cited above is the primary basis for our proposal for these specific forest
cover minimum requirements for Ten Mile Creek. See chart below.

Use Environmental Overlay Zones to enforce these requirements

As detailed above, Environmental Overlay Zones were successfully used to establish the caps on
construction (the imperviousness caps) to protect other sensitive watersheds, including Upper Paint
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Branch and Upper Rock Creek in Montgomery County roughly a decade ago.  This is also the solution for
Ten Mile Creek.

 OPTION #7: Fully Protect Critical Areas

Only by fully and completely protecting the critical areas of land and core tributaries can we ensure
that Ten Mile Creek is not degraded by development.  This is consistent with all the science and our
experience as a County. Option #6 is a compromise proposal that allows for a 50% increase in the
total average impervious cover in the Ten Mile Creek watershed (allowing it to increase from the
current 4% impervious cover, to 6%) and as such would allow for some degradation of the creek.
Option #7, and more stringent proposals not included here, is aimed at full protection of Ten Mile
Creek and avoidance of any additional harm.

Scientists have documented the relationship between land cover conditions, especially
imperviousness, and stream quality for the past 30 years, with some of the most prominent
databases generated in Maryland and Montgomery County. A strong body of scientific articles
supports the Agricultural Reserve Option for Ten Mile Creek.

In 2008, the National Research Council stormwater committee found that “There is a direct
relationship between land cover and the biological condition of downstream receiving waters. The
possibility for the highest levels of aquatic biological condition exists only with very light urban
transformation of the landscape.”  (emphasis in the original.) Klein’s 1978 paper was followed by
Schueler’s 1994 analysis of the available national data on the imperviousness – stream quality
relationship ; and in 2009 Schueler published a second, updated meta-analysis of 65 published
studies, confirming that as imperviousness increases, stream quality decreases .  The Impervious
Cover Model indicates that as watershed imperviousness increases from 5% to 10%, stream quality
transitions from “sensitive” to “impacted.”

King et al (2011) analyzed a Maryland stream data set and applied a new analytical method that
looked at the response of the most sensitive aquatic organisms (bottom-dwelling insects and other
macroinvertebrates) to urbanization stress that occurs when a forested or well-vegetated, rural
watershed undergoes urban development.  King et al. found that key sensitive indicator organisms
began to measurably decline at very low levels of urbanization – between 0.5% and 2% of watershed
impervious cover.  In addition, the researchers found that smaller, steeply-sloped Piedmont
watersheds – of which Ten Mile Creek overall, including its subwatersheds 110 (the King Spring) and
111 are prime examples – respond with even greater sensitivity to urbanization and are even more
vulnerable to stream health decline at very low levels of development.

Maryland Department of Natural Resources aquatic biologist Scott Stranko gave a presentation in
March 2013 to the Montgomery County Water Quality Advisory Group, on the topic of stream
ecology responses to urbanization, and whether a high quality stream, once degraded by urban
stressors including road salt and imperviousness, can be restored to its former quality or even
approaching its former quality, according to documented experience.  The answer is No- the
documented experience is of stream decline at even very low levels of watershed impervious cover.
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DNR scientist Stranko’s summary of his findings as presented to the Montgomery County WQAG:

1. Stream ecology is altered at low levels of urbanization
2. Altered ecology influences state regulations (e.g., Impaired Waters, Designated Use, Endangered
Species)
3. Many potential causes for alterations make restoring and protecting urban streams difficult
4. Unsuccessful restoration and protection has resulted in ecological declines of urban streams
5. [Where is the] Scientific literature showing successful restoration or protection of urban stream
ecology?

In answer to Stranko’s last question above:  we have found no published scientific literature in peer
reviewed publications that demonstrate successful biological restoration of high-quality, sensitive
streams.

4. Evaluation of All Options for Ten Mile Creek Clarksburg Stage 4 Limited
Master Plan

The Montgomery County Planning Board at its April 17th and May 9th (2013) work sessions, reviewed
the following options for the protection of Ten Mile Creek and discussed a fifth option: a 7% watershed-
wide imperviousness limit.  At the May 9th, 2013 work session, the Planning Board decided to add this
fifth option to the set of options being studied by staff and consultants.  In addition, the memos from
the Planning Staff to the Commission, and testimony by ANS Conservation Director Diane Cameron,
noted that ANS proposed a 6th development option:  a watershed-wide imperviousness limit of 6%.
These six options for Ten Mile Creek (Clarksburg Stage 4) are tabulated and discussed below.
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4.a. Evaluation of the Seven Options

Above we present in tabulated form, and below we evaluate each of the seven alternate options for
development or protection of Ten Mile Creek. Our evaluation is based on the reported results of
Montgomery County’s published field data analysis by Department of Environmental Protection Senior
Biologist Keith Van Ness (Countywide Stream Protection Strategy, 2003). The DEP analysis plotted 352
data points, each representing a separate Montgomery County stream monitoring station, based on the
drainage area percentage of impervious cover, versus the percentage of the stream’s Index of Biotic
Integrity (IBI) rating. (See Table entitled, Ten Mile Creek Development and Protection Options.)

Ten Mile Creek Development and Protection Options

Option Description Watershed
Imperviousness

(% total acres)

Add’l

Impervious

Acres

Imperviousness

Percentage
increase

(100% increase
= a doubling)

Quality of

Ten Mile
Creek

1 1994 Plan (as previously
modeled) 8.8% 192 119% Fair

2 1994 Plan Revised (with added
development) 9.3% 212 132.5% Fair

3 Reduced Footprint at 1994
Density 8.5% 180 112.5% Fair

4 Reduced Footprint at Slightly
Reduced Density 8.3% 172 107.5% Fair

5 Reduced Footprint at Reduced
Density 7% 120 75% Low Good

6 Reduced Footprint at Greater
Reduced Density, Apply Land
Cover Requirements

6% 80 50% Good

7 Preserve the rural, forested
condition of Ten Mile Creek’s
watershed via placement of key
portions into the Agricultural
Reserve and conservation
parkland

4% 0 0
Good to
Excellent
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Options 1 through 5 are the “official” options now under active consideration by the Montgomery
County Planning Commission, its staff and consultants.  They have been discussed numerous times at
Planning Board work sessions, most recently at the May 9,2013 session.  At the conclusion of the May 9,
2013 worksession, the previous set of Options 1 through 4 was augmented with a 5th Scenario, for a 7%
imperviousness cap. (Montgomery County Planning Commission Ten Mile Creek Limited Master Plan
Amendment work session, May 9, 2013).

Options 1, 2 and 3 are variations on the 1994 Plan full build-out; they maintain (or increase) its density
while varying the footprint.

Option 4 is a reduction of both the footprint and the density from the 1994 Plan, but the reduction isn’t
significant enough to protect Ten Mile Creek. Options 1 through 4 all carry unacceptable risks of
degrading Ten Mile Creek from the Good-to-Excellent rating it now has, to a Fair rating.  A stream with a
“Fair” IBI rating is considered to be an impacted or degraded stream.

Option 5 is a reduction of the footprint and the density to the level of 7% overall watershed wide
imperviousness.  While this level is an improvement over Options 1 through 4, it would still carry a very
real risk that Ten Mile Creek’s quality would decline to a level hovering near the Fair range (e.g. it would
very likely decline to being “Low- Good” if the development levels were allowed to increase to 7%
overall watershed-wide imperviousness. Our rejection of Option 5 is also based on Montgomery
County’s prior experience with the phenomenon known as “impervious creep,” or “pavement creep,”
the process by which small incremental, unpermitted additions of pavement to a watershed can cause
an imperviousness cap to be exceeded. (Katherine Nelson, Montgomery County Planning Department,
presentation to the Montgomery County Water Quality Advisory Group, 2009). This impervious creep
was observed in the Upper Paint Branch watershed and contributed to Montgomery’s decision to lower
the imperviousness cap there to 8% from its original 10%.

Option 6, for a watershed-wide imperviousness cap of 6%, is the Save Ten Mile Creek Coalition’s leading
proposal for the Stage 4 Master Plan amendment.  After repeated urgings from County officials to put
forward a compromise proposal that accepts some level of additional development in Ten Mile Creek,
we have chosen six percent as a moderate option that still allows a fifty percent increase in hard, paved,
built surfaces in Ten Mile Creek’s watershed. Since the watershed is currently at four percent
imperviousness, six percent means a fifty percent increase.

Option 7, our own preference, and the stated preference of some authorities and advisors including
former Planning Board Chairman Royce Hanson, is to protect Ten Mile Creek through land acquisition
and the placement of the remaining rural parts of the watershed into the protective status of the
Agricultural Reserve.

While option #6 responds to county decision-makers with a compromise that is moderately protective
of the creek’s still-high quality, it is unfortunately highly likely, given past county experience as charted
by DEP scientists, Ten Mile Creek’s stream condition rating would decline from “Good to Excellent” to
merely “Good,” or even to “Low Good- High Fair”.  The rating would likely be in the lower range of the
good level, and could further decline to “Fair to Good” over time as “pavement creep” occurs, i.e.. as
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paths and roadways are widened, sidewalks and patios are added, and additional buildings and roofs are
added in small piecemeal projects that may obtain exceptions or be unpermitted additions.

4.b. Conclusion of our Evaluation of the Options for Ten Mile Creek – Clarksburg Stage 4 Limited
Master Plan Amendment

The Montgomery County Planning Commission and staff are now considering only the first five options
for the future of Ten Mile Creek. But, only options #6 and #7 – proposed by the Save Ten Mile Creek
Coalition – can protect Ten Mile Creek.  While even option #6 is not sufficient to prevent degradation of
the Creek and does not meet promises made by the master plan adopted in 1994, with some
adjustments it can prevent the destruction of this Creek, and the larger area served by the reservoir and
the waters of the Potomac.

The best published science at the local, state and national levels dictates that a strictly-enforced cap on
new development be applied to Ten Mile Creek, along with minimum targets for forest cover.  This
approach is also based on the successful Montgomery County experience in protecting Upper Paint
Branch, Upper Rock Creek, and Piney Branch streams. Based on the criteria of maintaining the Good-to-
Excellent IBI rating of Ten Mile Creek overall, we have analyzed the total of seven alternative options
and concluded that only option #6 and option #7 – applying an imperviousness cap of 6% and 4%
respectively – have a chance of attaining this criterion.

Of these two options, only option #7 (currently not under consideration by the Planning Commission)
including placement of the rural lands west of I-270 into the Agricultural Reserve and applying and
enforcing a 4% imperviousness cap – has the chance to ensure maintenance of Ten Mile Creek’s high
water quality over time, since we know from past experience that there is a tendency for
“imperviousness creep” to occur, as roadways and paved paths are widened, and small buildings are
built that may be exempted from permitting.
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5. Report Conclusion

A healthy Ten Mile Creek is essential to our quality of life and the safety of the entire region’s water
supply.  Protecting Ten Mile Creek is not about stormwater runoff, it is about wise land use planning. To
accomplish this, we must establish and enforce land cover standards by using an Environmental Overlay
Zone and provide the amenities needed by Clarksburg Town Center residents.

The land cover standards we propose in option #6 are a cap on development levels (impervious cover)
based on the best science combined with our response to urgings to present a moderate compromise
proposal.  Option #6 proposes a 6% cap on watershed-wide imperviousness and forest cover minimum
criteria of 75% for the stream buffers, and 50% watershed-wide.  The cap on development is needed in
order to prevent the disruption to the water cycle caused by large-scale construction and urbanization,
and the disruption to local patterns of living caused by increased heavy traffic congestion.  Faced with
some of the deepest pocket developer interests in this region and in the nation, we need to speak out
every way we can to protect our quality of life including our water quality.

Option #7 proposed by some of our coalition members, would fully protect the creek by conserving the
lands most critical to its health, by placing a 4% cap on total watershed imperviousness, and by
placement of much of the still rural land into the Ag Reserve.  While this plan would allow for some
development, it would restrict growth more than option #6. While some of our coalition members have
been urged by political leaders to offer a compromise solution – which we have done with our Option #6
– the science tells us that this compromise will still lead to some further degradation of Ten Mile Creek,
although that degradation would be less than under any of the options now on the official list of the
Planning Board.

We need to protect Ten Mile Creek in order to keep our clean drinking water supply clean.  In order to
achieve this protection of Ten Mile Creek, the Clarksburg Stage 4 Limited Master Plan Amendment must
ensure that the type, location and scale of development in Ten Mile Creek’s watershed is within science-
based limits.
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